Cook Inlet Producers

- Armstrong Cook Inlet, Inc.
- Aurora Gas, LLC
- Buccaneer Alaska Operating, LLC
- Cook Inlet Energy, LLC
- Conoco Phillips Alaska, Inc.
- Municipality of Anchorage
- Hilcorp Alaska, LLC
- ExxonMobil Alaska Production, Inc.
Life of oil & gas fields

- Exploration
- Development
- Production: peak/plateau
- Decline
- Redevelopment (optional)
- Abandonment
Exploration

- Land Leasing
- Seismic Acquisition
- Drill Exploration Wells
Development

- Install Production Facilities
- Drill Development Wells
- Install pipeline or other transportation infrastructure
production
(peak/plateau)

- Secondary or tertiary recovery activities (oil fields)
- Infill drilling (oil & gas fields)
- Install compression (gas fields)
- Maintenance and debottlenecking
decline activities

- Limited well work
- Maintenance and integrity activities
• Workover and recompletion programs
• Additional drill well opportunities
• Infrastructure repair and upgrades
• Decommissioning
• Removal
• Rehabilitation
cook inlet production
(monthly)
cook inlet drilling activity

- Gas Development Wells Drilled
- Successful Gas Completions
cook inlet highlights

- Apache - Seismic Operation & Spudded first well
- Buccaneer – Kenai Loop, Endeavor jack-up
- Hilcorp – Entered Jan 1, Increased Investment
- Furie – Kitchen Lights Unit
- Cook Inlet Natural Gas Storage Alaska
- NordAq Energy – Tiger Eye well
- Cook Inlet Energy – ROW filed, transforeland pipeline
- Armstrong – plans for 2 gas wells
• Contractor equipment, personnel and services availability.
• Permitting issues
• Predictability of SOA tax credits
• Closed gas market
• Age of infrastructure
  (also absence in some areas)